SPECIES: Eastern Mudminnow, Umbra pygmaea  WILD CAUGHT ___ or CAPTIVE BRED X

NUMBER & SEXES: 8 juveniles, unsexed  ORIGIN: Roanoke River basin, near Williamston, NC

COLLECTOR or BREEDER: Gerald Pottern  DONATED BY: Gerald Pottern

CARE NOTES: _________________________________________________________________

CONTACT FOR SHIPPING: GBPottern@yahoo.com  919-556-8845

Shipping Cost Included: _____  Buyer Pays Shipping: _____X____ (approx. $7 to 10)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPECIES: ______________________________  WILD CAUGHT ____  or CAPTIVE BRED ____

NUMBER & SEXES: ___________________  ORIGIN: _________________________________

COLLECTOR or BREEDER: _____________  DONATED BY: __________________________

CARE NOTES: ________________________________________________________________

CONTACT FOR SHIPPING: _____________________________________________________

Shipping Cost Included: _____  Buyer Pays Shipping: _____ (approx. $____)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPECIES: ______________________________  WILD CAUGHT ____  or CAPTIVE BRED ____

NUMBER & SEXES: ___________________  ORIGIN: _________________________________

COLLECTOR or BREEDER: _____________  DONATED BY: __________________________

CARE NOTES: ________________________________________________________________

CONTACT FOR SHIPPING: _____________________________________________________

Shipping Cost Included: _____  Buyer Pays Shipping: _____ (approx. $____)